
The products of the OKI Group are developed from a life-cycle perspective. Here we introduce reductions 
in power consumption during product use and reductions in environmental impacts during transportation in 
the context of communication devices and printers.

Contributing to Customers through Environment-friendly Design

Registered as “OKI Eco Products 
Double Plus”, an environmentally 
friendly product of the OKI Group

The CrosCore2 main unit (above), 
which has an excellent energy-saving 
effect, and telephones

The Eco Mark, which is established from a 
life-cycle perspective, and the “Teriostar LP-
2060”, a wide format multifunction printer that 
conforms with the act on promoting green 
procurement

Energy and Resource Conservation through Environment-friendly Design

With regards to energy-saving, we have reduced our consumption by up to 78% over 
conventional products through standardizing the voltage within equipment*1. The high voltage 
supplied from outside the equipment enters the power supply section and is converted into 
multiple voltages suitable to each unit within the equipment. “CrosCore2” has minimized power 
consumption by reducing the types of voltage by 2/3 and preventing loss during conversion. 
In addition, we have made further improvements and achieved a significant reduction in power 
consumption, such as by adopting energy-efficient electronic parts (FET*2) in the unit that 
transforms the voltage.

Energy-savings of up to 78% by prevention of power conversion loss

In terms of weight reductions, we reviewed the internal layout and structure of the main unit 
and changed the housing material from conventional metal to reinforced resin. As a result, we 
have realized roughly a 34% lighter weight over conventional products. In addition, we reduced 
the amount of cardboard used during transportation by approximately 62% over conventional 
products, and were able to reduce the amount of foaming agent used for buffering to zero.

34% reduction in weight through changes of layout and materials, 
and 62% reduction in packaging materials

“CrosCore2” supports communication in the office and is an “OKI Eco Products Double 
Plus” registered product. Products that reduce environmental impacts through energy-saving 
effects for the customer and weight reductions during product transportation are registered as 
particularly outstanding environment-friendly products.

*1   Main unit power consumption of each model in the CrosCore2 lineup and the old model (IPstage) with corresponding capacity 
CrosCore2S: 11 W, CrosCore2M: 22 W / IPstageSX: 51 W, CrosCore2L: 36 W / IPstageEX300: 61 W

*2   Field effect transistor: A transistor that forms an electric field that enables or disables passage of electricity between two terminals through the voltage at 
another terminal. The circuit can be controlled by a small current and has excellent energy-saving performance.

A Life-cycle Perspective that Qualifies for the Eco Mark
The “Teriostar LP-2060” is one of OKI Data Infotech’s Eco Mark products. Envisaging 

the design work of the manufacturing industry as a wide format multifunction printer, 
this product prints, copies and scans large drawings at high speed while clearing the 
strict Eco Mark environmental standards. In addition, it supports the design work of the 
customer, taking into account space-saving, maintenance, security and many other 
aspects.

There are over 100 types of eco-label that indicate the environmental performance 
of products in Japan, but the Eco Mark is the only “Type 1” that represents certification 
by a third party institution from a life-cycle perspective. The Eco Mark certification 
criteria are set from a life-cycle perspective and place particular emphasis on energy-
saving performance at the time of product use. They are also compatible with the 
international ENERGY STAR® program.
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Reduction of CO2 Emissions by 40 tons 
when Delivering Equipment

OKI Proserve (OPS) and OKI Customer Adtech (OCA) jointly 
deliver and install ATMs and cash handling machines.

In the past, installation work by OCA was carried out in 
succession to delivery work by OPS. As a result, waiting time 
occurred in both operations, and both the shortage of 
vehicles and workers and the efficiency of vehicle allocation 
were an issue.

As a countermeasure, product delivery by OPS and 
installation work by OCA were carried out in parallel, enabling 
OPS to head to the next destination and start work once 
delivery was complete without waiting for OCA to finish 
installation.

As a result, waiting time and transportation efficiency has 
greatly improved at OPS, and the transportation of ATMs to 
multiple locations at once has become possible, reducing 
total work time by about 30% and CO2 emissions by about 
40t annually.

TOPIC
 

30% improvement in work efficiency by separating the delivery 
work by OPS and installation work by OCA
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The staff-operated cybernetics ticketing equipment 
pursues speed, ease of use and space savings

Journal printer
PIN number input unit

Operation panelCustomer display

Storage box (UPS)
Ticket issuing unit

In product development, we are working to reduce the environmental impact of products during use while 
realizing customer requirements. Here, we introduce examples of mechatronics products.

Contributing to Customers through Environment-friendly Design

The Pursuit of Customer Needs and Energy-savings

With regards to realization of speed, the ticket issuing machine achieves a 25% 
and 30% higher speed over conventional products in the magnetic ticket unit and 
IC card unit, respectively. This was achieved through repeated improvements in 
the firmware that controls the equipment, the print head, the conveyance parts, 
and other components

For ease of use, we solicited requests for improvements from employees 
working the counter from the initial stage of development, reflected mis-operation 
prevention and other functions in product development, and have received good 
feedback from the customer.

In terms of space savings, we focused on the operation panel, journal printer*2 
and storage box, and improved tabletop and legroom by about 60%.

Realization of speed, ease of use and space-savings

Miniaturization of each device contributes to energy-saving in addition to 
resource savings, and despite the improvement in ticketing speed, the power 
consumption of the entire issuing machine has been reduced by 25%.

25% reduction in power consumption achieved

In the work of issuing tickets at train station counters, staff require speed, ease of use and 
space-savings. The staff-operated cybernetics ticketing*1 equipment responds to these needs.

*1: Cybernetics tickets: Tickets that conform to the data standard (cybernetics standards) established 
by the Congress of Japan Railway Cybernetics are called "cybernetics tickets."

*2: Journal printer: A printer that prints the sales report managed by the station.
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